
Break-Out Group Vision Statements 
 
• Kaka’ako Makai is a Hawaiian cultural gathering place that welcomes 

people from all walks of life from our state and community to seek 
recreational, educational, and cultural enrichment, while providing open 
green space with shoreline access and maintaining economic and 
environmental sustainability.  Additional:  Access - trails, bike paths, lei of 
green.  Statement strives to conform with HCR 30 for the community.   

• Kaka`ako Makai preserves the open waterfront, marine access and 
resources,  recreational uses, fishing uses, family/keiki-related uses, and 
maintains and creates a green open space for the lei of green.  Ensures 
public access, and importantly incorporates cultural history and heritage by 
showcasing Hawaiian culture and maintaining and recognizing the harbor’s 
culture and history.  Some discussion and differences related to any type of 
housing and workforce housing, but those were debated. 

• Kaka‘ako Makai is a culturally enriching community gathering place 
continuing the lei of green parks on the shoreline and connecting mauka 
and makai vistas with scenic beauty.  A significant expanded shoreline 
park and open space with passive recreational, Hawaiian cultural and 
educational public uses to benefit the greater good of present families and 
future generations.  Public access to the shoreline and ocean, preservation 
of the natural environment, and a Hawaiian sense of place in landscape, 
setting and design.  Additional:  Reconciles Hawaiian rights with 
community needs; attracts a wide variety of residents and visitors; and is 
sustainable through public/ private partnerships. 

• Kaka‘ako Makai shall be a gathering place for cultural, recreational and 
educational activities.  It connects the mountains to the sea, urban to 
natural, and encourages ecological integrity.  It honors and celebrates the 
best of Hawaii. 

• Malama ‘Aina – we care for the earth and all human needs will be met.  
Kaka‘ako Makai will provide land and ocean resources for education and 
recreation for the greater good of present and future generations. 

• Kaka‘ako Makai will perpetuate the stewardship inherent in the ahupua’a 
and embrace Honolulu’s past and future, makai and mauka, local and 
international, culture and commerce.  A revitalization plan will improve 
social connectivity with gathering and open spaces, recreational 



opportunities, educational enrichment and emphasis on cultural and 
environmental stewardship.  


